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Link up with LINQ and see how you can query almost anything!    

    So you're the inquisitive type? LINQ answers your biggest query — "Why can't I develop database and XML queries in a language I already know?" This book introduces you to LINQ and the .NET Framework technologies, so you can use LINQ to query any object, any dataset, any kind of XML, SQL Server, and more — no questions asked.      

	
        Connect with LINQ — understand the tasks LINQ performs, declarative programming, and how to use LINQ in the real world      

    
	
        Extend yourself — examine .NET language extensions and work with extension methods, partial methods, lambda expressions, and query expressions      

    
	
        Choose your language — work with LINQ using C# along with Visual Basic® or Visual Studio®      

    
	
        LINQ up — LINQ to DataSet operators, SQL server operations, XML API, or Active Directory®      

    
	
        Deal with databases — download and install the Northwind database, generate Northwind entity classes, and create the Northwind XML mapping file      

    


    Visit the companion Web site at www.dummies.com/go/linqfd for all the source code you need    

    Open the book and find:      

	
        How LINQ lets you create more efficient applications with less code      

    
	
        An overview of the LINQ namespaces      

    
	
        What to do with expression trees      

    
	
        The four LINQ providers in .NET Framework      

    
	
        How to use objects with LINQ      

    
	
        What LINQ can do for the Visual Studio developer      

    
	
        Techniques for getting information about your applications      

    
	
        The easiest ways to access data      

    


About the Author
   
John Paul Mueller has written more than 300 articles and 80 books, most recently Mastering Windows Vista Business with Mark Minasi. The author of Ribbon X For Dummies, he has covered everything from programming to operating systems to home security and accessibility.
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ActionScript Graphing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	"A picture is worth a thousand words" has never been more true than when representing large sets of data. Bar charts, heat maps, cartograms, and many more have become important tools in applications and presentations to quickly give insight into complicated issues.


	The "ActionScript Graphing Cookbook" shows you...
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PostScript(R) Language Tutorial and CookbookAddison Wesley, 1985
PostScript, a revolutionary, device-independent page description language, is quickly becoming the industry standard for printing high-quality integrated text and graphics.  It is a powerful, flexible language that has the ability to describe efficiently the appearance of text, images, and graphic material on the printed page.
Using numerous...
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Centrosomes in Development and DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Discovered over a century ago, the centrosome is the major microtubule organizing center of the animal cell. It is a tiny organelle of surprising structural complexity. Over the last few years our understanding of the structure and composition of centrosomes has greatly advanced, and the demonstration of frequent centrosome anomalies in most...
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The Complete Annotated Grateful Dead LyricsFree Press, 2005

	No other band has ever surpassed the enduring popularity of The Grateful Dead. No other group has regularly scheduled radio shows devoted solely to it, or such an extensive fan base stretching over several generations. And, with the surviving members still touring and the official website receiving more that 100,000 hits a week, no other fan...
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Digital Forensics Basics: A Practical Guide Using Windows OSApress, 2019

	
		Use this hands-on, introductory guide to understand and implement digital forensics to investigate computer crime using Windows, the most widely used operating system. This book provides you with the necessary skills to identify an intruder's footprints and to gather the necessary digital evidence in a forensically sound manner...
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Bridging Laboratory and Field Research for Genetic Control of Disease Vectors (Wageningen UR Frontis Series)Springer, 2006

	Contemporary research on genetic control of disease-transmitting insects knows two kinds of scientists: those that work in the laboratory and those known as ‘field people’. Over the last decade, both groups seem to have developed differing research priorities, address fundamentally different aspects within the overall discipline...
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